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Resistors based on silicon nanowires (SiNWs) are developed for the direct detection of Escherichia coli bacteria. The devices are manufactured using conventional silicon technology. The SiNWs are synthesized by the vapor liquid solid process (VLS) using gold as the catalyst. The electrodes of the device consist of highly in situ doped polycrystalline silicon. The results show that the corresponding resistances can be potentially used for the detection of bacteria by electrical measurements, using SiNWs as sensitive units. The bacteria are preferentially hooked in the SiNWs network, which causes a drastic reduction in the electrical resistance of the component. Such resistor manufactured in a simple and low-cost CMOS (Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor) technology acts as proof of concept. This device offers promising potentialities taking advantages of integration into CMOS
platform for alternative direct electrical detection of bacteria to monitor the contamination in environment for hygiene applications.

I. Introduction

One of the main challenges in terms of public health is the rapid detection of bacteria in food, water and air, particularly because of the emergence of multi-resistant bacteria. Although standard microbiological cell culture for identifying bacterial strains are well controlled, the detection process can often take several days. In addition, complex instrumentation [1] is required in most conventional methods, and cannot be used on site. Classical methods for the detection of pathogens are polymerase chain reaction (PCR) [2], colony culture and enumeration methods [3], immunological methods [4] and more recently detection of pathogens bacteria using mass spectrometry [5]. The main drawbacks of these methods are significant analysis time, high cost equipment, and complexity of detection process.

The use of biosensors [6] is an alternative method for detecting bacteria combining a biological recognition mechanism with a physical transduction technique. In this case transduction may be micromechanical, electrochemical, piezoelectric, thermometric, magnetic or optical. In particular, the electrochemical transduction methods such as amperometry [7], impedance spectroscopy [8-10], potentiometry [11], are much faster and more sensitive than other techniques.

Bacteria detection systems are based on multidisciplinary fields requiring knowledge of physics, chemistry, biology, instrumentation, microelectronics and fabrication technology. In the objective of a lab on chip system for rapid detection of bacteria which may revolutionize health prevention, the challenge is the development of low cost and high sensitive new
sensors that enable direct bacteria detection at low level. But none of the detection methods previously reported fulfils all these criteria.

However, electrical detection of charged (bio)chemical species or polar molecules by measurement of the conductance change could be an alternative approach. Indeed, conductance variation, due to the charge effect facilitated by positioning species between two interconnected electrodes, preserves high sensitivity with less detection time [12]. In addition, based on this detection method, many groups have reported on field effect transistors (FET) used as biochemical sensors. In particular, chemical or biochemical (DNA hybridization) [13, 14], gas [15] or mechanical [16] sensors, have been demonstrated using silicon nanowires (SiNWs) based FETs. In this case nanowires act as sensing elements. However, few works report on SiNWs use as great promising method for label free, ultra-sensitive and real-time detection of bacteria [17, 18].

The recent progress in micro- and nano-technologies for fabrication of nano–objects compatible with silicon technology offer great opportunities for the development of innovative biosensors integrated on CMOS (Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor) platforms. These sensors could be interestingly directly coupled with any existing circuitry or signal conditioning systems to transmit their output data. Furthermore, due to their specific properties at nanoscale (high surface/volume ratio, carrier confinement), SiNWs are promising candidates as sensing elements for high sensitive bacteria detection at low level. The main advantages of the use of such nano-objects are: the possibility of the mass production, the use of the volume of materials at low level, the micro-fluidic facilities for transport of reagents, the reduction of analysis time, and thus the reduced costs of fabrication and analysis.

However, the development of a small sized, reliable and versatile low-cost sensor based on nanowires has not been yet demonstrated. Indeed, many previous studies based on materials,
structures and functionalization are reported into literature, but the proposed solutions do not fulfill the requirements for integration into a sensor. The major problem is the realization of such high-performance sensor with a low-cost technology, while the technological means used for the realization of nanowires require high cost and complex technologies based on ebeam lithography [14] or transfer techniques [19]. Nevertheless, alternative self-assembly methods [20] are promising for synthesis of nanowires and do not require expensive lithographic tools.

Moreover, many chemical or biological silicon nanowires based sensors are issued from field effect transistor technology, but the manufacturing process includes many fabrication steps (at least four masks for lithography), with possible transfer techniques and sophisticated chemical steps for functionalization. On the other hand, the fabrication of sensors based on basic electronic devices (for instance resistors, capacitors), with direct integration of the nanowires as sensing elements, refers as simple and low-cost technology and constitutes a technological progress.

In this way, in this study the feasibility of SiNWs based resistor for bacteria detection with SiNWs used as sensing elements synthesized by vapour liquid solid (VLS) mechanism [20] (self-assembly method) is investigated. Such device acts as proof of concept and fulfills the following requirements: i) low cost technology, ii) high sensitivity, iii) real-time analysis, iv) electrical detection of bacteria, and v) portability and on site measurements.

II. Material and method

Devices

The resistors used for bacteria detection applications (fig. 1) are fabricated in a classical silicon technology following a two masks process. Comb shape inter-digitated electrodes of
the devices are made of a highly phosphorous *in-situ* doped amorphous silicon layer deposited by Low Pressure Chemical Vapour Deposition (LPCVD) technique at 550°C, and solid phase crystallized by thermal annealing at 600°C under vacuum to get a highly *in-situ* doped polycrystalline silicon (polySi). Silicon nanowires (sensitive units) are locally grown on the teeth of the polySi inter-digitated electrodes by the well-known VLS mechanism at 460°C using gold as catalyst. In this way no patterning technique was used for elaboration of nanowires. The diameter and length of the SiNWs are 100nm and more than 20µm respectively. Nanowires bridge between two adjacent teeth and thus ensure electrical connection between the two highly doped polySi electrodes (fig. 1. (b)). The potential use as high sensitive gas (ammonia) sensors of such SiNWs based resistors was previously reported [22].
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(a) Highly *in-situ* doped polysilicon nanowires

(b) SEM top view observation

**Figure 1**: VLS SiNWs based resistor: schematic view (a). SEM top view observation (b).

**Method**
Bacteria/SiNWs interactions were studied with two types of bacterial reference strains *Escherichia coli* ATCC 35218 (NCTC 11954; CIP 102181) and *Escherichia coli* K.12 deposited on the SiNWs based resistors. *Escherichia coli* ATCC 35218 bacteria deposition was carried out from serial dilutions in sterile distilled water of an overnight bacterial culture in trypticase soy broth (BBL Trypticase Soy Broth, Becton Dickinson®) incubated at 37°C. This culture was adjusted to $8 \times 10^8$ CFU/mL by measurement of OD with spectrophotometer at 600 nm (OD$_{600} = 0.6$). Then, a serie of dilutions of bacteria in sterile distilled water was performed from $8 \times 10^8$ to $8 \times 10^3$ CFU/mL. Bacterial counts were verified by plating each dilution (100µL) on trypticase agar plates (Oxoid®), and enumerating the colonies after 24h of incubation at 37°C. *Escherichia coli* K.12 bacteria deposition was carried out from serial dilutions in sterile distilled water of an overnight bacterial culture in LB broth Lennox (Difco) incubated at 37°C. This culture was adjusted to $6 \times 10^8$ CFU/mL by measurement of OD with spectrophotometer at 600 nm, OD = 0,1. Then, a serie of dilutions of bacteria was performed from $6 \times 10^8$ to $6 \times 10^4$ CFU/mL. After bacteria solution deposition (30µL), devices were dried at room temperature and tested 24h later to avoid any moisture effect on the electrical behaviour of the resistor. Note that, considering the size of the device, a 2µL droplet could be used to limit the waste of material and to drastically decrease the drying time. It would consequently significantly reduce the response time of the sensor from 24h to less than one hour. In addition, some devices submitted to a mixture of sterile distilled water and culture solution without any bacteria were used as references. Bacteria detection was checked by measuring static I-V curves of the SiNWs based resistors using an Agilent B1500A semiconductor parameter analyser. Measurements were performed
at room temperature on devices based on \( n = 20, 40, \) and 100 teeth of the comb shape electrode, with each tooth spaced from \( W = 5 \mu m \).

**III. Results and discussion**

Because of the SiNWs VLS process growth, for a fixed value of \( W \), the number of interconnected nanowires (conducting paths) between two adjacent N-type polySi teeth can change. In addition, the sizes of the nanowires are distributed over an average value, which means that the corresponding elementary resistance value can fluctuate. Thus, it might play a role in the electrical resistance measurements between two adjacent N\(^+\) polySi electrodes. However, in order to simplify and because of the high number of the nanowires we assume that electrical and geometrical characteristics are identical for all interconnected nanowires. In this case, these elementary resistances, \( R_0 \), are assumed to be identical. Thus the equivalent electrical circuit of the whole resistor represented in the figure 2 results to \( 2n \) elementary resistances connected in parallel. Therefore, the total resistance of the resistor can be expressed as the following formula:

\[
R = \frac{V}{I} \approx \frac{R_0}{2n}
\]  \( (1) \)

In these conditions, macroscopic theoretical model for calculation of \( R_0 \) has been previously reported by our group to estimate the average electrical resistivity of a single undoped SiNW \( (10^6 - 10^7 \ \Omega \ cm) \) [23]. In this model \( R_0 \) results from interconnections of nanowires and is related to the average electrical resistivity of the nanowire, \( \rho_{NW} \), following:

\[
R_0 = \rho_{NW} \times K
\]  \( (2) \)
with $K$ the geometrical factor depending of the total conducting paths. The high value reported of the average electrical resistivity of a single nanowire for undoped SiNWs is related to carriers trapping effect at defects located at interconnections between nanowires and induced by gold impurities at the surface of the nanowires.

![Figure 2: Equivalent circuit diagram of SiNWs based resistors](image)

Electrical characterization for three types of resistors with $n = 20, 40, 100$ are reported in the figure 3. Plots show that the current level through the global electrical resistance increases as the number of teeth of the interdigitated electrodes increases. These results are related to the linear variations of the conductance ($G = I/V \approx 2n/R_0$) with $n$ reported in the inset of the figure 3 (for an average value $R_0 \approx 1.9 \times 10^9 \, \Omega$), and validate the equivalent electrical model given by (1).

Interaction of bacteria with the surface of materials is mainly controlled by the charge effects and hydrophobic properties between bacteria and materials [24]. In particular, the adhesion can occur when the van der Waals forces of attraction between the membrane of the bacteria and the surface of the material outweigh the electrostatic repulsion forces [25, 26].
Figure 3: I-V characteristics of the SiNWs based resistors made of interdigitated comb electrodes with 20, 40 and 100 teeth. Inset: electrical conductance variations with the number of teeth at 0.2V, 2V and 4V.

After bacteria immobilization on the device, bacteria interaction with SiNWs is firstly analysed by SEM observations (fig. 4). The bacteria optical count has not been performed in this study. Interestingly, in our case, pictures clearly show that bacteria are mainly attached into the silicon nanowires mesh rather than in other parts of the device. This observation shows the interest to use a 3D SiNWs tangled mesh to promote bacteria immobilization and thus detection. Functionalization of active parts for detection, usually based on sophisticated chemical steps, is a common method to allow immobilization and identification of chemical of biochemical species [27]. However, in our case families of bacteria cannot be identified.
Figure 4: SEM pictures of bacteria (dark areas) hanged into SiNWs network of the resistor shown at three different scales.

Detection was studied for the two bacteria *Escherichia coli*, ATCC 35218 and K12 with different ranging concentrations (8×10^8 to 8×10^3 CFU/mL and 6×10^8 to 6×10^4 CFU/mL respectively). Electrical effect of bacteria immobilization is then checked by electrical
Figure 5: I-V curves of the SiNWs based resistors with n = 20, 40, 100 teeth and 5 µm interspacing, after *Escherichia coli* ATCC 35218 immobilization (a), (b), (c), and *Escherichia coli* K12 bacteria immobilization (d), (e), (f). Curves for devices submitted to a mixture of distilled water and culture solution without bacteria are given as reference.
measurements performed on SiNWs based resistors. As shown in the figure 5, for the two types of bacteria I-V curves exhibit a drastic increase of the current corresponding to a lowering of the R value of the resistor due to the presence of bacteria. This phenomenon is probably due to the negative charge of their peptidoglycan (PG) based membrane [27, 28]. Indeed, two main types of bacteria are listed related to their membrane: Gram positive (+) and Gram negative (−) bacteria. For the Gram-positive bacteria, membrane contains a thick (20–50 nm) PG layer attached to teichoic acids [29]. In the case of Gram-negative bacteria as E. Coli, the membrane is made of a thin PG layer covered by an extern membrane containing lipopolysaccharides components, responsible of a higher negative charge of the bacteria [30].

To explain the decrease of the global electrical resistance due to the capture of bacteria three effects can be invoked. One first explanation could be a transfer of charges (electrons) of the bacteria into the nanowires which fill the traps previously mentioned, and thus could and contribute to the decrease of the electrical resistivity of the nanowires [23]. Another possible reason is that the electrically charged bacteria may behave as biological gate resulting as well-known field effect [13-15, 17] on the SiNWs. At last, other explanation is that bacteria may act as additional conducting paths randomly distributed between teeth thanks to hooking effect of bacteria into the SiNWs network. This phenomenon would contribute to the variations of R₀ values, ΔR, strongly dependent on the number of bacteria hanged between two adjacent teeth (see fig. 6). Based on these three considerations, further investigations for a well understanding of the carrier transport in these devices in relation with bacteria and nanowires interactions must be conducted for consideration in the model given by (2).
Furthermore, as shown in the figures S1 reported in the supplementary material, no significant change of the global electrical resistance (of the resistor) was observed at low bias voltages (-1V < V < +1V) with the bacteria concentration, and thus the domain of interest for bacteria detection corresponds to the highest bias voltages. In this way, we reported in the figure 7 the values of the global resistance measured at ± 4V for the two types of detected bacteria. No tendency can be clearly observed in function of the number of teeth and neither in function of the studied bacteria concentrations. Such unexplained results must be related to the intricate model of the global electrical resistance of the device with the presence of bacteria.
Figure 7: Histograms of the global electrical resistance of the sensor made of 20, 40, 100 teeth interdigitated electrode measured at ± 4V for (a) *Escherichia coli* ATCC 35218, (b) *Escherichia coli* K.12. Grey area: detection range value

Because the performances of a bacteria sensor are strongly related to its abilities for quantitative recognition of target analytes, further studies in function of the size, the quantity, and the type of targeted bacteria have to be carried out for applications of our SiNWs based resistors as selective bacteria sensors. Nevertheless, sensing properties of our SiNWs based resistors have a low detection limit, working range and time analysis to many others bacteria detection techniques (Enzyme Linked ImmunoSorbent Assay-ELISA, PCR, QCM-Quartz Crystal Microbalance immunosensor, impedimetric, amperometric…) [31, 32].

**IV. Conclusion**

In this work, investigations on a SiNWs based resistor were carried out to study the potential development of a sensitive real-time detection bacteria sensor, fabricated by a simple low-cost fabrication and compatible CMOS silicon technology, using VLS SiNWs as sensitive
elements. Such a technology takes advantages of both benefits at nanoscale and microtechnology for miniaturization and integration on microsystems, and of the use of SiNWs network to favour bacteria hanging to increase the sensitivity for detection of bacteria. The detection is based on the electrical measurement. The resistor showed its ability for bacteria detection (Escherichia coli ATCC 35218 and K12) at concentration as low as 6x10^3 CFU/mL. Since the change into electrical resistances values of the device were not correlated with bacteria concentrations, it could be used only for yes/no diagnosis. Further studies are needed to use the SiNWs based resistor as quantitative detection system and at lower detection limit. However, because such device is easy to use, reagent-less, and portable, it has the potential to be used as further detection tool for biosafety.
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